ADR-1 CONFIGURATION KIT
- Change Dosimeter Settings
- Perform Calibration (with applicable source)
- Assign a User ID and Name
- Includes an ADR-1 Reader and Configuration Software and Manual
- Connects to any PC with a serial port using Windows 95™ or greater

The Configuration Window displays the configuration information of the dosimeter. You can change the configuration to meet the users requirements by choosing the options you want to include in the dosimeter.

Dosimeter Holder – Leather and Nylon Models
- Designed exclusively for use with the RAD60 Dosimeters
- Reduce clip replacement cost and repairs
- Less instrument “down time” – maintain active inventory

Provide safety and security for your investment.

RAD60 Training Guide on CD ROM
Easy to use and straightforward training guide for the proper use and care of the RAD60 Personal Alarming Dosimeter. Illustrates procedures for use, wearing, programming and maintenance of the dosimeter. An inexpensive method of training personnel.